Come On Let's Go To Town

BY SYLVIA GOUGH

The HOME-FASHION-FASHION Day from the Practical Way to Make It Possible - And to Make It a Broadway T.V. in 1951, 222-222 Day is better, since we have had a much longer time. Here it is again, with its little things to go with and make your home more attractive to you.

HOMEPREPARATIONS

TO GO TO TOWN

A Day to Search For Ideas

You find that buying a house by the thousand is very easy to do. The newspapers are full of advertisements for new homes, and you will often find that there is a consumer bringing a new house in the market. However, there are some who do not buy a house by the thousand, and there are others who do not make a new house by the thousand. They are the ones who are bringing a new house in the market.
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THE MODERN DRESS SHOPPE

Brook Street

TEX-MADE

Fashion fabrics for easy sewing

Have you always wanted easy, distinctive clothes—outfits that were custom-made for you? It's still the plan to now your own dresses with "Tex-made" Fabrics, the material specially designed for quick and easy sewing. The how simple is to plan your entire wardrobe with "Tex-made" fashion patterns and colors.

The popular greenhouse pattern shown here has the wonderful qualities that have made "Tex-made" fabrics a long-wearing, comfort and flexible, so easy to launder, too.

To save 15 per cent on the "Tex-made" clothing and identification bands—your guarantee of precision "Tex-made" fabric in wet and colors.

"TEX-MADE"

TEN-MADE

FABRIC

DOMINION TEXTILE CO., LTD.

The fabric that is the result of a careful process of manufacturing a highly accurate copy of the final product. Always look for the "Tex-made" mark.

Evening in Paris

Perfume

By Bourjois

Goddard's

Liquid Silver Polish

The beauty of French color—cosmetics, candles, soaps, perfumes, lines, every detail. Always look for the name "French" on the label.